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Abstract 
Big Data analysis is one of the hot topics now days for knowledge discovery in databases process. It’s considered 
as significant field of knowledge management. Roughly, the ¾ of organizations have been adopted some form of 
analytics today. The most posed question in big data analysis is how to manage and operate in it? In this study, we 
explain the concept of the proposed information system architecture for retrieving information. This system 
scheme operates basing on the content of the document.  Digitized visual media: images and videos captured from 
real time video surveillance system require high storage capacity. This work describes the steps of indexation and 
content modeling for retrieving and managing information in multimedia documents databases.   
Keywords: big data analysis, multimedia documents, indexing, modeling, classification, content representation.   
 
1. Introduction  
Recently, big data analysis is an emerging data science paradigm of business  analytics and of multi 
dimensional information mining. The big quantity of information collected from various scientific explorations 
and transactions often tools to assist efficient data analysis, management and retrieving rapidly and efficiently 
interest information.  The big data problem has become a serious issue in the society. The big data is characterized 
by the Volume, Velocity, Variety and Veracity [1]. 
The big data challenge is the retrieving information topics used especially for correct making decision. For 
example in a real time video surveillance system as designed and developed in [2], a big multimedia data waits for 
treatment and an operation of intervention doesn’t be false. The system should be able to correctly analyzing and 
retrieving the abnormal profile in real time. 
All video streams should be saved and scanned by the detection, tracking, profile analysis and re-identification 
of the non ordinary person.  During running of the process of features extraction, large volume, variety forms and 
very changing data sets are collected from connected cameras and machine learning techniques can be used to 
retrieve and analyze the relevant information. 
Another example of web information analytics in which retrieving related and significant information for 
some themes like “terrorism” is important. In these systems several web sites explore biggest quantity of 
information and a large range of content is present.  Increasingly, companies should be able to know limitations 
of their sites and to mine their data. Doing this requires efficient tools information systems to perform analytics 
and to manage big data for not leasing in transactions. 
We hope that in 2030, no house, no company, no street, and no car and in each places there are cameras 
installed. And information should be stored and managed to make decision in a time.  
Sadly, in front of various textual data, static images and videos can’t offer a readable semantics information. 
A multimedia information system should exist to extract relevant information and    and deduct a semantic 
information. To achieve this indexation process and searching for visual media process are required. 
 
1.1 Document modeling 
This consists on a formal representation that facilitates the structuring data in an information system. In this paper 
we are interested into visual multimedia information like image and video. For images many mathematical tools 
are used for modeling images as semi-structured objects: FFT, wavelets and others. In other hand the modeling 
of a video document consists of organizing clearly of its content. Contrary to classical documents, we should use 
the visual and temporal and then in some streams the sound components. Generally, an image document is 
represented as described as:  
For I class of images: 
 = ℕ 
Where C is a set of polymorph of characteristics [3] In modeling images, three level of data can be used: 
1. Low level data : color and texture,  
Intermediate level data: a segmentation of images is used to retrieve more significant information of each bloc of 
image. 
2. High level data:  Indexation is used for providing semantic descriptions of the scene and objects in the 
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real world.   
For the video searching systems by content are based on three steps:  structuring, annotate and organizing in 
order to utilize annotate documents [7]. For example, a frame of a video sequence is presented by a set of objects 
and relations among them and each one of the objects has many properties including media features, visual and 
semantic features. 
 
1.2 Multimedia documents database modeling 
Generally speaking, two types of multimedia documents exist, the simple multimedia documents and the complex 
multimedia documents. The first ones comprise an instance of one type of media while the second comprise several 
instances of one or many types of media. 
 
1.3 Searching information by the content 
Clearly, searching information in normalized DB is well controlled and very easy in implementation. But, in 
multimedia DB involves a lot of problems.  
The most known are the definition of queries and high level data. The first is as important then the second.  
Many structures of searching are defined in the literature like searching by formal queries, feedback searching and 
searching by navigation.  
 
Figure 1: Research information general scheme [4]. 
This figure represents the video meta-modeling system. This system is based on video structuration and on 
its annotation. 
 
2. Big Data- Visual Media Modelisation   
The big data model is an used to manage the data stored in physical devices. Actually, we have large volumes of 
data with different formats stored in different ways.  
The big data modeling provides a visual way to analyze data resources, and creates fundamental data 
architectures. This can help have more applications to optimize data reuse and reduce computing costs [5].  
 
Figure 2: General architecture of big data [5]. 
This figure explain that the effect to construct a big data model, we must first create data blocks based on data 
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type, read-write requirement, data storage and relationship. 
 
2.1 Multimedia documents 
As definition, multimedia documents are natural extensions of a conventional textual document in the multimedia 
area. There are defined as a digital document composed of multiple types of media elements (text, image, video, 
sound etc.).  
In term of big data analysis, multimedia documents are the very important issue that costs more and contains 
very significant information.   
 
3. Overview of the Proposed Information System Architecture 
 
Figure 3:  The proposed system overview 
In this architecture, suppose that the multimedia documents are received from a network of connected cameras 
in a video surveillance system. The big data stored and created over the real time working, is cutted to different 
documents chunks (images, sound, text, background) and then each class of document type are classified to identify 
types of objects of the big data. EM [6] is the flagship algorithm is proposed for this classification.  Then an 
indexation is made for the contents in order to search the best matching between indexes.  
An evaluation of the effectiveness of this system is proposed. This evaluation is based on two most commonly 
known metrics: 
The effectiveness of retrieving documents is made by: 
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 The metric of precision is calculated as: 
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 In Multimedia documents management, the problem of measurement in 
information retrieval has an important aspect. The basic variables underlying any measure of retrieval effectiveness 
are usually Expected Precision (P) and Expected Recall (Reffect). 
All calculations of Expected Recall and Expected Precision are based on the assumption that the set of 
relevant documents for a query is the same, no matter who the user is. Then a similarity measurement between 
indexes of the content representation data base by: 
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With:  
      is the vector of  a given query and     is the vector of the jth  index of the document. 
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ԝi are weighted of indexes and       represents the importance of index i in the multimedia document. The main 
problem of Information research and retrieving in the multimedia document is the extraction of the specifications 
and the representation of the documents. 
This representation should be amenable to automatic processing. This representation concerns the extraction 
of descriptors, indexing of each chunk and extraction of special forms. And finally, queering in a language 
understood by the information system. 
This scheme offers a new process succession for information retrieving. This diagram is based on cutting a 
big document to manageable chunks. This technique allows short memory access time to read information from 
and in. and all the sub-process are executed rapidly. 
 
4. Conclusion 
This research provides a new scheme for retrieving information in very big information system. And especially 
address to manage big data in multimedia forms. The proposed system can be paralleling used with a intelligent 
network on connected camera in a video surveillance system. It describes the steps of indexation and content 
modeling for retrieving and managing information in multimedia documents databases.  
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